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Resell items on Amazon (aka online arbitrage)
With this sales method, online retailers purchase bulk quantities of the product

 they want to sell through the Amazon platform. But instead of following the whi

te labelling process, you don&#39;t manufacture or brand the products yourself-y

ou simply sell them as is.
Merch by Amazon
Products are available to Amazon customers via Prime, meaning they can be delive

red fast. And creators earn royalties on each product sold. This program is not 

open to all, to use Merch by Amazon you need to request an invitation.
Amazon Influencers
Their literature says that it takes less than 15-minutes to publish a book-grant

ed, you need to write the book, which will definitely take longer than 15 minute

s. But once your book is ready, you can set your own prices and earn up to 70 pe

r cent of royalties in Kindle sales. When you hit publish, it will be on the Kin

dle market worldwide within 48 hours.
The good news for those dipping their toe into the freelance world or looking fo

r a little extra cash to pad their wallet is that tasks on Mechanical Turk tend 

not to require a ton of experience or in-depth knowledge. Freelancers can pick u

p tasks like data validation, research, and transcription, then complete them on

 their own time with no set schedule.
Now, this program is also not something that can help when it comes to money-mak

ing. But if you&#39;re an avid reviewer and you like to get free products, then 

it might be a money-adjacent project for you. Plus, you can brush up on your wri

ting skills and consider becoming a freelance writer that specializes in product

 reviews!
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